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Abstract: This paper presents a microscopic vehicle guidance model which adapts to different levels
of vehicle automation. Independent of the vehicle, the driver model built is different from the
common microscopic simulation models that regard the driver and the vehicle as a unit. The term
“Vehicle Guidance Model” covers, here, both the human driver as well as a combination of human
driver and driver assistance system up to fully autonomously operated vehicles without a (human)
driver. Therefore, the vehicle guidance model can be combined with different kinds of vehicle models.
As a result, the combination of different types of driver (human/machine) and different types of
vehicle (internal combustion engine/electric) can be simulated. Mainly two parts constitute the
vehicle guidance model in this paper: the first part is a traditional microscopic car-following model
adjusted according to different degrees of automation level. The adjusted model represents the
automation level for the present and the near and the more distant future. The second part is a
fuzzy control model that describes how humans adjust the pedal position when they want to reach
a target speed with their vehicle. An experiment with 34 subjects was carried out with a driving
simulator based on the experimental data and the fuzzy control strategy was determined. Finally,
when comparing the simulated model data and actual driving data, it is found that the fuzzy model
for the human driver can reproduce the behavior of human participants almost accurately.

Keywords: vehicle guidance mode; autonomous vehicles; microscopic traffic simulation

1. Introduction

Microscopic traffic simulation is widely used in research due to its high efficiency
and low cost when comparing to the actual implementation in the real world. To reduce
simulation time, the driver and the vehicle are always simulated as one unit. Well-known
car-following models in microscopic traffic simulation such as Gipps’ model [1], Krauß’
model [2] or the intelligent driver model (IDM) model [3] are based on treating the driver
and the vehicle as one unit. This approach allows a fast and efficient simulation. At the
same time, however, combining the driver and the vehicle into a single unit makes it
difficult to distinguish between the characteristics of the driver and the vehicle in the
simulation and to analyze their respective influences. Due to the rapid development
of automotive technology, it must be ensured that vehicles with different drive energy
sources as well as vehicles with advanced driver assistance technologies can be easily
included in simulations. Nevertheless, how these new technologies will impact the overall
traffic is a concern for many transportation-planning organizations. This paper provides a
method of establishing a vehicle guidance model with different degrees of automation for
representing the automation level of the present, near and the more distant future. The
model in this paper can be combined with different vehicle models to allow the simulation
of more complex collocations. For example, the effects on traffic of electric vehicles with and
without a driver assistance system, fuel cell electric vehicles with full autonomous driving
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technology and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) vehicles with no automation equipped can
be simulated.

In order to reproduce the driving behavior of human drivers, many driver models
(driver–vehicle unit model) have been developed in microscopic traffic simulation. Chan-
dler [4] introduced a stimulus-response model based on perceived distance and speed
difference [5]. The general idea is that the acceleration of the following car depends linearly
on its speed difference to the leading car. The correlation coefficient is the vehicle weight
and the sensitivity factor of the control mechanism. Gazis [6] developed General Motors’
(GM) nonlinear model and introduced space headway of the following vehicle as a system
factor instead of vehicle mass. The psychologist Wiedemann [7] introduced a psycho-
physical spacing driver model by dividing the driving behavior into four driving situations,
i.e., uninfluenced driving, approaching, braking and car following. Wiedemann’s rela-
tively complex driver model provides more details on driving behavior but also requires
a reliable database for accuracy. Gipps [1] concentrated on the safety rules of his driver
model and lots of varieties based on his work became widely used. Krauß’ model is one of
the variants of Gipps’ model, based on safety distance. The desired velocity of the driver
is the minimum of safe speed, maximum allowed speed, and maximum possible speed
of the next simulation step [2]. Treiber [3] introduced the intelligent driver model (IDM)
with more parameters, including vehicle gap, velocity difference, desired deceleration, etc.
These car-following models are widely used in traffic simulation nowadays.

In the real world, the human drivers must operate their vehicle using the accelerator
pedal, brake pedal, steering wheel and, eventually, gear lever. The individual models
for driver and vehicle must exchange the operating parameters with each other. In a
simulation environment, the driver model transmits corresponding information as signals
to the vehicle model, such as accelerator pedal angle, brake pedal angle, steering angle and
gear selection.

With the driver’s information, the vehicle model outputs the velocity and acceleration
of the next time step according to different vehicle characteristics. In this paper, the human
driving process is divided into two steps. (1) The driver model calculates the desired
velocity based on environmental factors (such as the velocity of the leading car, the distance
from the leading car, the maximum speed of the current road, etc.) and ego parameters
(such as velocity and acceleration of the ego car). (2) The driver model manipulates the
vehicle model to reach and keep the desired speed. The first step follows the theory of the
Krauß model, i.e., the desired speed must be below the safe speed, the maximum possible
speed and the maximum allowed speed of the road. In order to transform the desired speed
into pedal displacement, real human driver data should be used. Thus, an experiment with
a driving simulator was implemented [8,9].

Precision is one of the main differences between human and machine driving. The
non-precise characteristics of human driving behavior make fuzzy control a more effective
method to represent human driving than precise mathematical model control theories.
Hayashi [10] introduced a transmission control system based on a neuro and fuzzy ap-
proach. An experienced driver was used to train the neural network for generating an
optimal gear-shift scheduling. Holve [11] developed an adaptive fuzzy controller to assist
the driver in vehicle speed and distance control. Training data were gathered during several
test drives with a test car. Because of the sensor insufficiencies, the gained data were noisy.
The insufficient amount of data also made the generated rules rugged. Naranjo [12] asset
up an adaptive control system (ACC) based on a throttle and brake fuzzy control system.
It made vehicles behave human-like in car-following situations and open to cooperate
with drivers. The throttle and brake outputs were Boolean values, with no pedal position
included. Pananurak [13] developed an adaptive cruise control system with a proportional
and derivative control compensation algorithm and implemented it on an intelligent vehi-
cle. The fuzzy rules were designed from experience and adjusted by two experiments. Due
to the restrictive boundary conditions for conducting real vehicle experiments, the possible
number of participants was too limited to make the model universally usable and reliable.
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Chen et al. [14] proposed an adaptive speed control method for a robot driver based on
fuzzy logic and conducted driving experiments in a Ford Focus car.

For our present work, the simulation models were set up by conducting a study with
37 subjects. Of these, 34 datasets have been evaluated. All parameters in the vehicle model
used in simulation were set according to the driving simulator so that the comparison of
the simulation results of the driver model and human driver data will be more convincing.

2. Methodology
2.1. Participants and Driving Simulator

In total, 37 subjects with valid driver license participated in the present study. Data
from three participants were excluded from the evaluation due to their insufficient adap-
tation to the driving simulator. Two of them encountered physical discomfort by driving
the simulator and one of them could not accomplish the whole task because they could
not successfully control the simulated vehicle well. Hence, 34 subjects with an age ranging
from 23 to 40 years completed the driving test, including 3 female drivers. All subjects
were informed, before their participation, that they could stop the experiment at any time
without any disadvantages.

The dynamic driving simulator of the Chair of Mechatronics at the University of
Duisburg-Essen was used. A driver’s cab with one seat is mounted on a motion platform.
The motion platform of the simulator enables the actuation of three degrees of freedom:
pitch, roll and heave motions. The motion platform provides the drivers with a dynamic
feeling of movement and allows them to be immersed in the real driving situation. For
visualization, a curved screen with a 252◦ field of view is mounted in front of the driver’s
cabin [15]. The side mirrors consist of displays that visualize the simulated environment as
well as other road users in the vicinity of the ego vehicle [16]. The inputs from the driver
are transferred to the simulation system via a CAN bus. The arrangement of the simulator
can be seen in Figure 1. The virtual road scenario is an area of 3×3 km and consists of inner
city areas as well as rural routes and highways [17]. Because our desired speed has both
high speed and low speed, to avoid high-speed driving in low-speed areas, we only used
the highway part of the scenario. The subjects drove on highways of an infinite scenario
without dead-ends, which further supports the realistic impression.
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2.2. Experimental Arrangement 

Figure 1. (a,b) Internal and external layout of the simulator.

2.2. Experimental Arrangement

The key point of the experiment is to find out how the drivers press the drive and
brake pedals when they want to reach their desired speed/target speed. To achieve this
purpose, a display screen is assembled on the right side of the steering wheel. The target
speed for each step is displayed on the screen (see Figure 1, left). The function of this
display screen is to emulate the speed limit on real-world roads. If the driver is going too
fast, they should decelerate, and if a higher speed is allowed, they should try to match
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it. Thus, the collected driving behavior from the driving simulator is consistent with the
driving habits of most drivers in real world. In this experiment, the subjects were asked
to reach the desired speed/target speed while keeping the ego vehicle in lane without
collision with other traffic users. When the actual speed of the ego vehicle stays in a range
of ±2 km/h of the desired speed for 5 s, the desired speed/target speed of the next step
appears on the display along with a “beep” sound as a reminder to the driver. In total,
86 steps were carried out for each participant. The total time it took for each participant
varied individually, ranging from 18.5 to 64.3 min. Drivers with more driving experience
and more familiarity with the simulator or other virtual technologies showed a tendency
to finish the driving test faster. During the driving experiment, the driving behavior of the
participants (drive and brake pedal position, actual speed, target speed, etc.) are recorded.
The data were transmitted 100 times per second.

2.3. Data Analysis

MATLAB was used to create and parameterize the fuzzy control model from the
extensive amount of data. Each dataset of a participant was divided into 86 segments
according to the level of the target speed. In each segment, two sub-segments of data were
extracted. One is the sub-segment that represents the velocity change action and the other
one is describing the steady velocity part. For example, if the segment is a driving segment
from 30 to 60 km/h, the first speed rise from 32 to 58 km/h is extracted as sub-segment (1),
and the last 5 s for keeping speed between 58 and 62 km/h is recorded as sub-segment (2).
Next, each part of the data was processed separately and data from the same part of
different drivers were averaged.

3. Driver Model
3.1. Modified Krauß Model

The original Krauß model [2] can be expressed as:
v(t + ∆t) = max(0, Vn − ϕ)
Vn = min[vn(t) + anτ, vs, Vmax]

vs = vn−1(t) +
gn(t)−vn−1(t)τ
vn(t)+vn−1(t)

2b +τ

where υ(t + ∆t) represents the speed of the ego vehicle after time ∆t; Vn is the desired
speed/target speed; ϕ is a random perturbation to allow for deviations from optimal
driving; υn(t) is the speed of the ego vehicle at time t; υn−1(t) is the speed of the leading
vehicle; αn is the maximum acceleration; τ is the reaction time of the driver; υs is the safe
speed; Vmax is the allowed speed of the road; gn(t) is the gap between the leader and the
follower; b is the maximum deceleration of the ego vehicle.

In the microscopic traffic flow system Simulation of Urban MObility (SUMO), Krauß’
model is modified to make it more suitable for simulation [18]. Krauß’ model in SUMO
can be expressed as: 

v(t + tl) = max(0, Vn − ε a η)
Vn = min[vs, Vmax, vn(t) + antl ]

vs = − τ b +
√
(τ b)2 + vn−1(t)

2 + 2b gn(t)
x(t + 1) = x(t) + vn(t) tl

where ε is the imperfection factor of the driver; a is the acceleration of the ego vehicle; η is
a random number between 0 and 1; tl is the time step of simulation; x(t) is the position of
the ego vehicle at time t; and x(t + 1) is the position of the ego vehicle at next time step.

In this paper, some of the parameters of the Krauß model implemented in SUMO
are modified. The desired speed and safe speed remain the same, but the vehicle model,
according to command from the driver and vehicle parameters, generates the velocity of
the next time step. Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the driver and vehicle system.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the driver model and vehicle model system.

3.2. Fuzzy Model

Fuzzy method is a kind of uncertainty reasoning, and fuzzy control is a control
method that uses the control rules of the fuzzy reasoning theory to control the system.
Different from the theory of precise mathematical model control, fuzzy control uses an
imprecise mathematical model to achieve adaptive control, and the controlled object may
be a non-time invariant system. The accelerator pedal and brake pedal are the main
interface between the driver and the vehicle, and pedal position is necessary to maintain
the desired speed and distance. Depending on the difference between the desired speed Vn
and the actual velocity υn(t), the fuzzy controller determines a target pedal position. The
experimental data from Section 2.3 were used to build a fuzzy control model with the two
named inputs and one output (pedal position, positive means accelerating and negative
means braking) (see Figure 3). The generated fuzzy rules are in Table 1, and manually
added rules are marked in grey.
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Table 1. Generated fuzzy model rules.

Vn

NC NG NE NB NM NS NJ N Z P PJ PS PM PB PE PC

vn

EM C0 C1 C1 C1 C2 C3 C8 C10 C10 C11 C12 C14 C17 C17 C18 C18
EL C0 C1 C1 C1 C2 C3 C8 C10 C10 C11 C13 C14 C14 C17 C18 C18
VL C0 C1 C1 C1 C3 C3 C10 C10 C11 C11 C13 C14 C15 C17 C18 C18
L C0 C1 C1 C1 C2 C3 C10 C10 C11 C11 C13 C14 C16 C16 C18 C19
MED C0 C1 C1 C2 C2 C3 C10 C10 C11 C12 C13 C14 C16 C17 C18 C19
H C0 C1 C1 C2 C2 C4 C11 C11 C11 C12 C13 C14 C16 C17 C18 C19
VH C0 C1 C1 C2 C3 C4 C11 C12 C13 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19
EH C0 C1 C2 C2 C3 C4 C11 C12 C13 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19
C C0 C1 C1 C2 C3 C5 C11 C12 C14 C13 C14 C15 C16 C17 C18 C19

3.3. Vehicle Guidance Model with Different Degrees of Automation

According to the classification of automation levels in vehicles, six different levels
of automation have been defined based on the extent of driver intervention and required
attentiveness. This classification has been modified several times and is now widely
accepted by researchers and the automotive industry. In this classification system, Level 0
represents no automation at all, and Level 5 represents full automation. Today, most car
owners still have level 0 or 1 vehicles due to the additional price of higher equipped
vehicles. However, due to government regulations, more and more assistance systems in
vehicles are becoming standard, which promotes the penetration of the vehicle population
with driver assistance systems. Level 2 is also called the partial automation level, which
has both longitudinal control (acceleration/deceleration assistance) and lateral control
(steering control assistance). In the near future, there is good reason to believe that these
assistance systems will be widely used on most cars on the road. Additionally, there will be
a day that fully autonomous cars become a common choice. Based on these assumptions,
the automation levels to be simulated were set at Level 0, Level 2 and Level 5 to represent
the automation level of the current stage, that in the near future and that in the far future.

There are many differences in driving behavior between human drivers and machines.
The parameters that make the biggest differences are reaction time, action points and time
headway [19]. In this paper, the reaction time τ and the imperfection factor ε were used to
distinguish different levels of automation. The reaction time τ is affected by factors such as
age, gender of the drivers, temperature, altitude of the environment [20] and unexpected
situations [21]. However, human drivers’ reaction times fluctuate in a relatively small
range, from 0.9 to 1.2 s [21] or 0.5 to 2 s [22]. Consequently, τ = 1 was set as the average
reaction time for human drivers. For an autonomous car (Level 5), the reaction time was
set to τ = 0.5 [19]. The partially automated vehicles with automation Level 2 still need the
driver’s supervision all the time. In other words, the reaction activity is still made by the
driver. Thus, the reaction time of vehicles in Level 2 should be same as Level 0.

The imperfection factor of the driver will not be parameterized in this work. Instead,
different models were used to represent imperfect driving behaviors. As in Figure 4, the
driver model receives traffic data and uses Model K (modified Krauß model) to generate
the desired speed Vn. Then, Model F (fuzzy control model) generates the pedal position
imitating real human drivers’ behaviors. Model VM (Vehicle Model) then generates the
vehicle speed based on vehicle parameters and inputs it back into the simulation. Besides
reaction time, another difference between human and machine driving is the action points.
In order to better imitate unstable action points, the fuzzy control model was extended
by a randomness factor r. Based on the analysis of real data from different drivers of the
driving experiment in the simulator, r = 0.5 was set for human drivers. That means that
plus and minus 50% randomness of pedal position has been added into the fuzzy control
system representing Level 0 (no automation level driving). Unlike human drivers, the
driver assistance system and the completely autonomous system have stable action points
with no randomness. Therefore, r = 0 is set for Level 2 and Level 5. For Level 5 vehicles
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with a higher assistance level, the reaction activity is also implemented by a machine and τ
has been set to the machine reaction time.
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4. Verification and Simulation
4.1. Simulation Scenario and Software

In order to verify the applicability of the generated driving model, two simulations
have been carried out. Firstly, a simulation with a fuzzy control model representing human
drivers has been performed and compared with real driving data. Here, the behavior
of the subject in the study is imitated—the desired speed/target speed is given to the
driver model in the same order as in the experiment, and the pedal position output by
the driver model is recorded and compared with real test data. Next, a simulation of the
Level 0, Level 2 and Level 5 assistance systems was accomplished. In this simulation, the
microscopic traffic simulation system SUMO was chosen for providing the simulation
scenario. The TraCI (Traffic Control Interface) interface was used to connect the driver
model in MATLAB with the vehicle model in SUMO. Vehicles with different degrees of
automation were implemented on a simple intersection in SUMO and the vehicle counters
were located at the end of each road.

4.2. Comparison of Fuzzy Model and Human Driver Data

Although the real data of human drivers already showed a large variance in the subject
study, the comparison of the behavior that was observed in the study indicates that the
fuzzy model can well reproduce the characteristics of the human drivers’ behavior. Each
participant followed 86 steps to provide 85 pedal opening responses based on the given
target speed, and 34 effective subjects gave a total of 2890 effective segments. Figure 5
compares four exemplary diagrams of the experimental results of participants and fuzzy
model simulation in the same driving situation characterized by the same initial speed
and target speed. The black lines represent the desired speed/target speed, the red lines
represent the actual speed from the driver (participant) and the blue lines correspond to
the velocity of the vehicle model (with the fuzzy control model). The first figure shows
the continuous acceleration situation, and the second and last figures are deceleration
situations. The third figure shows a low speed situation.
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In terms of total time, the fuzzy model always takes a shorter time than human
drivers because machines do not have problems of faulty manipulation. In terms of driving
behavior, there are hardly any significant differences in deceleration characteristics between
the human driver and the model. However, the fuzzy control model has a smoother
acceleration curve during acceleration, whereby the acceleration decreases as the actual
speed approaches the target speed; the human drivers are less sensitive to the difference
between current speed and desired speed. Overall, the fuzzy control model can adequately
reflect the driving behavior of human drivers.

4.3. Comparison of Different Levels of Automation

The simulation scenario considered in this section is a simple traffic intersection. Apart
from the driver model, all other parameters were the same for the three simulations. Three
induction loops were placed on the three lanes of one edge/road in the scenario, recording
the amount of vehicles passing by every 60 s. Since the total number of vehicles in the
three simulations was the same, the departure time of each vehicle was the same, and the
simulation scenario was also the same. The only difference was the level of automation of
vehicles. Therefore, by comparing the number of vehicles passing through the induction
loops per unit time, the traffic flow of the three scenarios can be compared. Figure 6 shows
the results of the simulation with the driver models of three different degrees of automation:
Level 0, Level 2 and Level 5. The horizontal and vertical axes of the bar graph have been
set the same in order to compare the differences between the three simulations in a clearer
way. The departure time of all the vehicles ended before 660 s (simulation time). From the
figure, it can be seen that the simulation with the Level 0 automation driver model takes
the longest time of the three simulations. The simulation results in a duration of 1920 s.
The second situation (simulated with the Level 2 automation driver model) is better in
the total time with 1745 s, but the maximum traffic volume per minute remains the same
as with Level 0. The third simulation with the fully autonomous driver model only took
1540 s, and the maximum traffic volume per minute has a significant increase.
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5. Discussion and Future Scope

This paper presents a microscopic vehicle guidance model with three different degrees
of automation level. The driver model consists of an adjusted microscopic car-following
model and a fuzzy control model. The driving data of the fuzzy control model were
collected from a driving experiment with 34 participants in a driving simulator. Using
TraCI, SUMO was connected with MATLAB to simulate the driver model in a simple traffic
scenario. Through the comparison of the fuzzy control model and real driver data, it has
been verified that the driver model of Level 0 can represent real driving behavior. In the
comparison of simulations implemented with driver models with different degrees of
automation, it was shown that the traffic flow can be increased by vehicles with a higher
degree of automation. With the increase of the automation level, the traffic density drops.
Vehicles with the full automation level travel more efficiently on the road than the partial
automation level ones.

The driving experiment showed some deficiencies for this work. In the driving
simulator, due to the no-collision model, the participants have less fear of their vehicle
at high speeds. In addition, the sensation of speed in real vehicles cannot be perfectly
reproduced in simulators. This also affects the driving data at high speeds. Generally,
in most instances, the driving model with no automation reproduces the behavior of human
drivers sufficiently well.

The vehicle guidance model with a close-to-reality driver model presented in this
article is different from the driver models which treat the driver and the vehicle as a unit.
The model in this article is independent of the vehicle and can be matched with a variety
of vehicle models to simulate more possibilities for future trends. For example, with an
electric vehicle model, the impact of vehicles’ different degrees of automation on electric
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vehicles can be researched. There are also limitations of this article. The driving behavior
segments were collected from the driving simulator, but for some reason, the driving
behavior of subjects in a driving simulator can differ from their real behavior on the road.
First, the difference of screen and real scenarios and the motion limitation of the driving
simulator may cause a feeling of unreality in driving. Second, some participants may
change their usual driving behavior when ”being watched” (e.g., probably, aggressive
drivers would slow down and timid drivers would drive faster). Lastly, some participants
may drive faster than usual because there is no fear of crashing in the simulated scenario.
Moreover, in the driving experiment of this article, the number of male and female drivers
was not the same; however, no obvious difference between male and female drivers were
found in the driving experiment of this article.

Further research is planned to implement the driver model in a larger traffic scenario
such as a whole city. By this, the effects of vehicles with different automation degrees can
be observed in a simulation. In further simulations, the automation levels of certain vehicle
groups will be continuously increased in order to see the process of traffic transformation
from the actual situation to the far future. In cooperation with vehicle models, more
different vehicle types (electric/hybrid/fuel cell) will be increasingly used and will be
simulated with different driver models. In this case, not only the effects of traffic but also
those of the environment can be seen from the simulation.
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